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Abstract
Data mining technology is one of the fastest growing areas of the information age of
the 21st century, many scholars in different fields , such as database experts , statisticians
, have gained a new breakthrough and development , which makes data mining
increasingly become hot topic. Intelligent transport, traffic flow data analysis is very
important, then how quickly and intelligently analyze traffic data flow has been a
problem. Firstly, the data necessary preprocessing, making the data in the form of data
mining algorithms can be used directly, followed by K-means algorithm for clustering
processing toll stations , and clustering algorithm for clustering results were verification ,
and finally the use of Microsoft time Series algorithm to predict traffic flow data , the final
results can clearly see the exact rate reached a staggering fifty percent or more.
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1. Introduction
With the development of Internet and computer technology, access to data has been
very easy, but for the large amount of data, involves a broader data, according to a
summary of the past that simple statistical methods to analyze the specified mode of
analysis of such data cannot be completed . So A comprehensive utilization of a variety of
statistical analysis, intelligent , smart language database to analyze very large data
technology on the consequent , which is currently the international statistical hottest topic
" data mining "The market demand for technology and its technical background support.
One area of data mining technology is very broad range of applications , including traffic
data stream is also its applications in recent years , along with the country's economic
development and the ongoing construction of the city 's rapid modernization forward ,
highway construction and tunnel construction has made leaps and bounds. In addition, in
the transport sector there are also a lot of traffic data stream , then the data mining[1]
technology in the field of highway tunnel traffic areas and provides a powerful data
support. But at the same time , the complexity of traffic data and real-time data mining
technology development also presents formidable challenges.
The introduction of new data mining techniques to replace the traditional methods of
data interpretation and analysis is very meaningful and necessary for randomness
transportation systems and traffic information , based on traditional knowledge ,
database[2], and model base of decision support systems on the use of on-line analysis of
the theory and techniques of data warehouse , data mining and expert system , a method
of forming ( clustering , classification algorithm , time series algorithms , decision tree
algorithms, neural networks and innovative data analysis systems, applications of data
mining ) , study the establishment of a specific model for traffic information mining
algorithms , and then deal with the traffic flow data. Data flow information includes a
variety of sensors ( light intensity detector , CO / VI detectors, vehicle loop detectors ,
wind direction and speed detectors, etc. ) to dynamically collect information, which also
includes a traffic, speed , lane share other information. However, in the past, these large
amounts of data has not been effective development and utilization , further in-depth
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processing, in which the relationship between the potential variation of traffic flow , as
well as between each detector data is often ignored, or did not cause Note that the data
which resulted in a waste of resources. In order to more quickly process vast amounts of
data traffic flow, derive useful information, it is necessary to choose a more efficient
method of knowledge discovery, data mining technology is a good method for knowledge
discovery, data mining techniques to provide mankind with a species found an effective
way to rule, knowledge and information, through data mining , information can be found
in the direction of development and future existence of data, scientific guidance to
provide a theoretical basis for the relevant departments. Now, with the rapid development
of data mining in a variety of fields, it was discovered that the way knowledge is
constantly changing. Currently, the traffic flow data is very large, but large amounts of
data is considered to be "data rich, but information poor ", the rapid growth of a large
number of traffic data usually exists in the database. So how do these large amounts of
data through data mining techniques to find useful information and how to find the
linkages is very important and urgent issues between these data, however, application of
data mining technology in the transport sector, will promote the future of high-speed
development of highways .So data mining technology in the traffic flow data[3] becomes
a very meaningful and very practical work, so along with the rapid development of data
mining, data mining programs science effectively applied to traffic data which will be
able to efficiently and scientific services in the transport sector.

2. Related Works
In recent years, As information technology continues to rapid development of science
and economy have made tremendous progress, on the other hand, in different areas also
produced vast amounts of data , for example, banks with large daily transaction data and
human of large amounts of data generated by space exploration . Obviously, these data are
included in a large and effective information, then how can the service of humanity find
confidence in these data, people have a useful exploration. With the rapid development of
computer technology, thus promoting the great development of database technology, but
the human face of the growing mass of data , people are no longer content merely to
review the performance of the database, further proposed a deeper problem , which can be
from data to extract useful information and knowledge to make decisions for the progress
of a service. However, the database program, its already seem weak, the same traditional
statistical techniques is also facing unprecedented challenges. That there is an urgent need
for innovative ways to deal with these massive data like. Eventually, people combine
databases, statistics and machine learning [4], data mining techniques proposed to solve
this problem.
Data mining technology makes database technology has been improved and new
development, it can not only past data search and traversal, and be able to identify the
intrinsic relationship between the individual data, thereby promoting interaction between
the data. Three basic techniques of data mining has now developed a very mature,
namely: data mining algorithms, massive data traversal and powerful multi- processor
computers.
Data mining technology is a combination of interdisciplinary research field, which
combines artificial intelligence [5], machine learning, database technology, knowledge
engineering, statistics, information retrieval, object-oriented research methods, data
visualization and the latest technology, high-performance computing, after years of
exploration, resulting in a number of new methods and theories, database development
and information technology, the Internet, the evolution of computers to improve
performance and advanced architecture, artificial intelligence and statistical methods in
data analysis. Development of data mining technology is very promising, it is known as
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one of the ten key technologies affect the future and now at home and abroad main
development of data mining technology is mainly around the following questions:
1. A particular type of data storage and data mining technology adaptation ;
2 .Specific business logic and data mining techniques smooth integration issues ;
3.Interactive mining techniques and data mining system architecture development ;
4 .Large data standardization and selection ;
5 .Data mining theory and algorithms;
6 .Visualization of data mining systems and languages.
Today's data mining techniques are used in clustering, classification and prediction that
the existing data generated by the corresponding rules and other clustering or
classification data mining method, followed by these rules to predict the development of
the data, obtained for knowledge of human services.
Data mining functions are divided into clustering, classification [6], association rules
and sequential patterns, deviation detection and prediction, etc., data mining function is
complete, despite the strong performance of data mining, but also faced some unexpected
challenges, this means for the future development of data mining provides a wider space.
You can see that data mining technology is only a means of service data for knowledge,
it is not a panacea, it can be found in some of the future potential users , but does not tell
the user the reason, we cannot guarantee that these users will become a reality. Data
mining techniques to be successful it must require to solve the problem areas have a very
deep understanding, understanding data, and understand the process, in order to ultimately
arrive at a reasonable interpretation of the data mining results.
Data mining techniques of time series data mining algorithms is a very important
program and widely used method, which is often used to predict traffic flow data. Time
series data mining is a temporal data mining, data mining and other temporal data mining
techniques in different categories, the data it deals with a time dimension of real data.
Time series data mining is mining in time series analysis of a universal application.
Time series is an important and common form of data found in the time series of
massive knowledge hidden behind the analysis of time series of changes in the way, when
the right to make decisions is very important significance. Therefore, data mining
techniques proposed shortly after, there are many scholars thought to use data mining to
time series analysis. Sequential pattern mining is mining sequence is very important part,
R.Agrawal first proposed mining sequence patterns, which are then put forward
AprioriAll and AprioriSome algorithms.
The results of data mining technology in the transportation system is mainly to predict
and deal with traffic flow data, the future direction of the analysis of the data obtained by
the data, the development trend forecasting traffic flow and use the predicted traffic
guidance. In addition you can also contact by studying different factors affect the
corresponding relationship between traffic flow data, obtained the degree of influence of
different factors on the traffic flow, and use the results of these studies properly instruct
transport services for the transportation system.
Researches on dynamic traffic flow forecasting method is still in the preliminary stage,
there is no mature theoretical prediction. Establishment of key aspect of this model is
similar to working with a classification of historical trends. If the real-time traffic data is
not collected or the detector does not have reliability data, then the historical trend model
may be the only option. Despite the historical trend model can be solved within a certain
range of different periods, the traffic flow at different times of change, but often do not
have a static prediction science, because it does not solve the sudden change in traffic
conditions, such as traffic accidents and so on.
Data mining techniques in many countries, intelligent transportation systems in many
cities has been a very wide range of applications, now use data mining techniques to
analyze traffic data, has been very common, so the data mining technology in traffic is
promising.
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3. Proposed Scheme
3.1 Data Mining
Data mining technology from massive, noisy, incomplete, randomized, simulated data
to extract hidden in there, people do not know previously, but it has practical knowledge
processes and information. As the economy continues to develop, it is the accumulation of
data at an alarming rate, often with TB measure, how to extract data from a large number
of data can be used is very much needed. Data mining technology is developed in
response to this demand and data processing technology, is a key step in knowledge
discovery.
Data mining technology is one of the high-tech field of rapid technological
development, there are many scholars in different fields, as the database of experts,
statisticians, etc., have been a number of new results in this field, which makes data
mining techniques become more and more discussions the hot topic. With the rapid
development of information technology, the method of data collection more people high
and rich, thus becoming more and more data is accumulated, the data has reached the
level of GB or TB and high-dimensional data has become more mainstream, these large
amounts of data and its high-dimensional data analysis features make traditional means
powerless. Increasingly powerful computer's performance, making it possible to help
people expect computers to analyze and understand the data, helping to enrich the data we
were able to make the correct reference guide, so the data mining technology that
combines a variety of analytical tools, from the mass of data discover useful knowledge
on the ensuing program and the rapid development in use.
The main task of data mining is to cluster analysis, correlation analysis, classification,
prediction, error analysis and timing mode.
Association rule mining is proposed by RakeshApwal others come. Between two or
more variables in a certain regularity, it is called association. The data is in the database
associated with a class can be found, the existence of important knowledge. Association
into causal association, temporal association and simple association. The purpose of the
analysis is to identify the database associated with the closed network hidden. General
credibility and support with two thresholds to measure the correlation between association
rules, but also continue to introduce relevant, interest and other parameters, making the
rules more in line with the requirements of mining .
Clustering [8] is the data summarized in the form of a plurality of similarity in
accordance with the data the same as the same class of comparison, different types of data
are quite different. Cluster analysis can establish macro concept, different relationships
found to exist in the presence of the data pattern, as well as possible data attributes.
Classification is to find a description of the concept of a category, which represents the
macroscopic information of such data, that the connotation of the class description and to
use this description to construct the model, can generally be represented by a decision tree
model and rules. Classification is obtained using a training data set classification rules
through a certain algorithm. Classification can be used to predict and rule description.
Prediction is to use past data to identify changes in the laws and the establishment of
the model and use this model for future features and types of data to predict. The most
important is the forecast uncertainty and precision, generally predicted variance measure.
Timing mode refers to the probability of searching through the time series model is
large and recurring. And regression Similarly, it is also known to use the data to predict
future data, but the difference is only the data of the different variables in time.
There are many useful knowledge in the deviation, the data in the database, there are
many unusual , abnormal conditions exist in the database data is very important. The
basic method for checking the bias is to find differences between the reference and the
observations.
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In today's real-world database vulnerable to interference or noise data inconsistencies
and other issues, because the database is too large, it is often up to several gigabit even
larger. So how to preprocess the data and improve the quality of the data, thus improving
the results of data mining becomes even more critical.
There are many methods of data preprocessing, data cleaning can remove the noise in
the data, correct them inconsistent. Data integration of data from multiple sources into a
consistent data storage, such as data cubes and data warehouses. Data conversion (e.g.
normalization) may also be used. Such as standardization can improve data mining
involves the effective distance metric and accuracy of the algorithm. Data statute by
removing redundant features, aggregation or clustering methods to compress data. These
data processing techniques in data mining before use, you can greatly improve the quality
of data mining models, reducing the time required for the actual excavation.
Data mining method generally includes: data integration, data cleaning, data reduction
and discrete data.
The existence of noisy, incomplete and inconsistent data is real-world database, a
common feature of large or data warehouse. Appear incomplete data may be caused by a
variety of causes. Some interesting properties, such as sales transaction data in the
customer's information is not always available. Other data is not included, the input may
simply be considered unimportant. Relevant data is not recorded due to equipment failure
or due to misunderstanding, in addition to modify data or record history may be ignored.
Inconsistent data and other data can be deleted. Missing data, in particular the lack of
certain elements characteristic value may need to push out.
Noisy data (with incorrect property values) may have a variety of reasons. Data
collection device may be faulty; or human error that may occur when a computer data
entry; data transmission errors may occur. These may be due to technical limitations, such
as for synchronous data transfer limit the size of the buffer. Incorrect data may also be
used by the data code or by naming inconsistencies caused. Duplicate tuples also need to
clean up the data.
3.2 Clustering Algorithm
The clustering algorithm is a collection of abstract or physical grouping of objects into
a plurality of classes by the process similar objects. Generated by the clustering of the
cluster is a collection of a set of data objects, these objects and objects in the same cluster
are similar to each other , with the other objects in the cluster is not the same .
Cluster analysis can be used as a separate tool to obtain the distribution of the form
data , the characteristics of each cluster was observed , the concentration of certain
specific cluster further analysis , in addition , cluster analysis can be used as other
algorithms ( such as classification and characteristics preprocessing step ) preprocessing
algorithm , that is, before the implementation of other algorithms to use clustering
algorithm to find some hidden relationships , you can also make use of the appropriate
treatment of these algorithms on the generated clusters. Clustering properties acquired
directly affects the results of the analysis, data mining algorithms for clustering feature
requirements are as follows:
1. Constraint-based clustering: in practice may need to be based on different
constraints clustering, it is necessary to find a good clustering properties of a data
packet is a challenging task, but also found that satisfies certain conditions
constraints.
2. Scalability : In many clustering scheme, the data objects on a small data set is
often satisfied robustness , and for containing data on millions of clustering
large-scale databases , may result in different deviations result This requires a
high degree of clustering program scalability.
3. For the input order of insensitivity: Some clustering algorithms for data input
sequence is very sensitive, for example, the same set of data , submitted in a
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different order to the same algorithm, it is possible to produce a big gap
clustering results.
4. Clusters with arbitrary shape can be found: the use of many clustering algorithms
Manhattan distance or the Euclidian distance to determine the clusters, tend to
find the size or density having a near spherical clusters, but a cluster may be any
switch a. Thus, any switch can be found proposed algorithm clusters is
important.
5. Anti-interference ability: In the vast majority of real-world applications contain
isolated points, vacancies, unknown data or erroneous data. Therefore, clustering
algorithm should be able to have this ability to resist noise data, otherwise the
quality of clustering results cannot be ensured.
6. High -dimensional data processing: a database may contain a number of
attributes or dimensions, many clustering algorithms adept at handling
uni-dimensional or low- dimensional data, however, is difficult to obtain a
low-dimensional clustering quality assurance. Typically in the case of
multi-dimensional well judge the quality of clustering. Requiring
clusteringalgorithm can handle high-dimensional data.
Clustering Algorithms:
K- averaging Algorithm
K- mean clustering algorithm is an iterative algorithm in an iterative process constantly
moving objects in a cluster of clusters until you get the desired date, each cluster using the
mean cluster object to represent. Use K average algorithm clusters, the cluster is very
similar to the object, the object in different clusters are sometimes quite different. Then
the process can be as follows:
1) 1 ) From the object data in the x k randomly selected objects as the initial cluster
center;
2) Next, calculate the average value of each cluster and with this average represents
the corresponding cluster;
3) Calculating the distance of each object and the center of the object and re- divide
the corresponding object according to the principle of minimum distance;
4) Turning next to the second step, calculates the average value of each cluster
again. This process will continue to be repeated until there is no longer one
criterion function object or a significant change in the clustering of no significant
changes so far:
Typically, the criterion function algorithm uses k- average mean square error
criterion , can be defined as :
k

E   q  wi

2

i 1 q  ci

Where, E is a data set of all objects with the corresponding cluster centers and the
mean square error, q is the object of the given data, wi is the mean of clustering ci (q
and w are multidimensional) .k- averaging algorithm for large databases is relatively
efficient and scalable, the time complexity of the algorithm is O (ktn), where t is the
number of iterations . Typically, at the end of the most solvable locally. However, kaverage algorithm must be used in order to sense the situation at the average value
obtained. For categorical variables are no longer practical, but also given the number of
pre-generated clusters, when more sensitive to outliers and noise, will not be able to nonconvex shape of the data accordingly.
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k-center Point Algorithm
PAM ((Partitioning Around Medoids) algorithm may also be referred k- center
algorithm, close to the center of each cluster can be used to represent an object . Object
beginning of each cluster to be a representative of an arbitrary choice , the remaining
according to its object to his latest one cluster and the representative object distances size
distribution , then repeated with a non- representative objects instead represents the
object, and ultimately improve its performance and the quality of clustering process can
be represented as follows :
1) Select the k initial objects representative poly (center) of the n randomly from the
object data in ;
2) Depending on the object represented by each cluster center, as well as various
objects and distances between objects such centers, based on the minimum
distance of the corresponding object is divided again.
3) Randomly selects one object Orandom non- center, calculating exchange to make
the entire distance which the center of the object and the amount of change of the
size of the exchange.
4) If the amount of change in the distance as a negative cost , then they would
exchange Orandom and the center of the object , then the object k centers
constitute a new cluster.
5) Next, a second turning step , there is a change to update each cluster center . This
process is repeated continuously until the clustering object is no longer a criterion
function change or no longer has significant changes. Among these, the criterion
function can k- same average algorithm. When there are outliers in the data , or
noise , k- center algorithm to be better than average k- algorithm, but the
computational complexity of the algorithm k- center is much higher , so you
cannot very well be applied to large databases to the top .
3.3 Time Series Algorithm
The so-called time-series data [9] is a chronological arrangement of the observed and
recorded for each data set. Time sequence database refers to the database by the
time-varying with time, or time series values . Trends of time series data mining problem
is to determine given the two time series is similar in nature, or refers to a long sequence
of time -series data source , find meaningful patterns edge timing data here.
Time series data mining is to find out from the mass of time-series data in which
people do not know in advance, but it can be very useful. Knowledge and information
related to the nature and time, and can be short, medium and long-term forecasts to guide
the behavior of people in the military, social, economic and life.
From the mathematical aspects, if a variable G  t  of a process to observe
measurement data set G1 , G2 ,..., Gn in a series of discrete moments t1 , t2 ,..., tn where you

can get called discrete time series. Assumed G  t  to be a random process,

G  t  i  1, 2,..., n  is called a sample in advance, also known as time series.
Mining step sequence typically can be expressed as follows:
1) Sorting stage appropriate for database sorting, sorting the results of sucked the
beginning of the sequence data into the database (this method is often achieved by
means of preprocessing).
2) Large projects set the stage, to find all the frequent item sets consisting of a
collection. In fact, the whole is greater than the 1- to get synchronized sequence
combination that is.
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3) The conversion stage, when finding sequential patterns, we must continue to carry
out large set of sequences to detect whether or not included in a given sequence
among customers.
4) Sequence stage, the use of the database to find frequently transformed sequence,
which is great sequence.
5) Select the biggest stage, the longest sequence found in the sequence resulting in the
collection.
3.4 Data Mining in Traffic Flow Data
Refers to traffic flow at a particular point in time, the number of pedestrians through a
road section or of a location, the vehicle, generally refers only to vehicle traffic. This is
the change over time, often as a representative of the traffic peak hour traffic volume with
an average traffic volume and design -hour traffic. Traffic, lane occupancy and traffic
speed is three elements, these three elements of mutual restraint, mutual contact [10].
Assuming the free flow of traffic flow. N car length is performed on sections M, make
speed is V, it can be defined based on these three parameters
Traffic density on the road for M is  

N
M

N number of cars through a section of the time is T 

M
V

N number of car traffic is defined by a cross-section of Q 

N
T

You can get all kinds of finishing above

N N

T M
V
N
Q V
T
Q  KV

Q

Where : Q is the flow rate , volume / h
V is the speed range , km / h
 is density , vehicle / km
The relationship between these three variables is the relationship between a
three-dimensional , three -dimensional projection coordinate system can be expressed as
the volume of traffic - density, speed - traffic volume and speed - the relationship between
density.

4. The Experimental Results and Analysis
In this paper, because the collected raw data traffic obtained at the toll station, because
the original data is not available for the final form of data mining, data mining, so before
the initial data on the first proper cleaning, primarily data attribute, type, etc. into the type
of data mining properties and necessary, so that through a number of conversion and
calculation in order to get.
By observing the data, can be clearly seen in the collection of six months from the toll
booths to the statistics of the various models in the amount of traffic information 1-6
months. For the time of data collection may encounter some problems here, so the data
collected in the table for each month is relatively chaotic. So you want to do first is to get
accurate each month, various models of traffic flow. Then, after each month in the oracle
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to get traffic in each table coupled together via a query to get the total traffic for the
month. The results obtained are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Toll Station Traffic Statistics for Each Vehicle in the First Half
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June

Type1
25521
22015
14526
9865
9765
14256

Type2
45254
42036
7883
7895
14562
8532

Bus traffic
Type3
52203
78550
11454
12547
12536
9762

Type4
22042
24563
4521
7862
14562
9658

Figure 1. A Car each Month Traffic Graphs
As can be seen from Figure 1, no matter what type of car , their traffic trend in the first
half are very identical, are rising from the beginning of January to reach around April
began to slowly decline, so no matter What kind of car, traffic at the peak point of the first
half will occur between March and April.
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Figure 2. February Traffic Forecast Map
Of total passenger traffic five lanes of a certain type of prediction can be drawn in July
passenger traffic for type 1 108 603 , as shown in Figure 2 , while the actual traffic in July
was 112,046 , deviation 3443 , the correct rate of 97 %. Then select the number of steps
will be even greater forecasting, you can find almost predicted curve is a straight line, so
when used to predict six months of data, best not to forecast data for many months, and
this will lead to larger deviations. So one day when the time is accurate to predict may be
more inaccurate, because that is the predicted time may be too short, too sensitive to make
changes in the curve generated due to interference prediction. However, when the exact
same time, lane -to-day research, you can get a time series function model, which is
extremely important.

5. Conclusion
This paper analyzes the data mining algorithms and time series clustering algorithm,
and specifically describes the principle and application of the algorithm. How to
time-series data mining algorithms and clustering algorithms applied to the problem of
dealing with traffic flow. Through experiments , the algorithm can be seen for the traffic
flow data mining is very useful , and can be certain prediction, of course, according to
further aspect of the present paper some room for improvement, for example, a number of
complex factors not fully taken into account, this is also the focus of future work needed
research.
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